Abstract. Aiming at the user clustering and page clustering in Web log mining and based on the analysis of K-means clustering algorithm and matrix clustering algorithm, the paper presented an improved clustering algorithm that combining fuzzy matrix algorithm with K-means algorithm. Extract compressed sub-matrix from relational matrix of user and page, establishing user interval, and then divide all users into large intervals and separate the noise data, obtain initial value and classified number for K-means algorithm, effectively solve the defect in the K-means algorithm that always suppose or make a try to definite the classified number and the initial value, also include the lacking to exclude the noise data obstruction.
Introduction
Clustering analysis can not only act as a stand-alone tool to get data distribution and to focus on further analysis on some clusters by observing characteristics of each cluster, but also can be used as pre-processing steps of other algorithms such as association rules, Category, and then extraction or classification can be executed based on this to improve the accuracy and efficiency of mining [1, 2, 3] . Web access log data includes the user's IP address, access time, access methods (such as CET, POST), the requested file URL, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) version number, return code (the request status, success or error code), the number of bytes transferred properties, which can be seen as nominal data in view of user and page access relationship. It has characteristics of large amount and sparse data distribution, so clustering of Web log has some difference with clustering of common sense [4, 5] . Aiming at the user clustering and page clustering in Web log mining and based on the analysis of K-means clustering algorithm and matrix clustering algorithm, the paper presented an improved clustering algorithm that combining fuzzy matrix algorithm with K-means algorithm. Extract compressed sub-matrix from relational matrix of user and page, establishing user interval, and then divide all users into large intervals and separate the noise data, obtain initial value and classified number for K-means algorithm, effectively solve the defect in the K-means algorithm that always suppose or make a try to definite the classified number and the initial value, also include the lacking to exclude the noise data obstruction. The specific arrangement of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces Web log clustering method; Section 3 analyzes on K-means clustering algorithm and matrix clustering algorithm and points out shortcomings of these two algorithms; Section 4 presents an improved data mining algorithm in Web log mining by combining these above two kinds of algorithms; Section 5 concludes our work.
Web Log Clustering Method
Clustering of Web log includes user clustering and page clustering: User clustering. User clustering is the analysis on user session. It will look for users with similar behavior pattern according to users' browsing behavior, so as to generally meet characteristics of interests of users' similar access the page with more overlap. Then these users can be divided as a group, so the users in the group can share this page collection that has high user access frequency.
Page clustering. Page clustering tries to look for pages being accessed by same users through analysis on access situations, and then classify them as a group. So pages in the group have same characteristics, and they are accessed by a same group of users.
In the log mining clustering, membership matrix can be obtained in the end of session clustering, where c is the final number of clusters and n is the number of session that belongs to cluster. After the implementation of clustering, each session is divided into the substituted type, that is:
Where c i is the clustering result i, s k is the user session k, S is the total sessions, U ik is the user session k belongs to type i. Then the clustering i can be expressed as the following form:
Where m is the total number of page URL, url ij is the page j in the cluster i. When necessary, we can also compute the important degree of page j in the cluster i, namely weight that is set as p ij as the following:
Where ij c is the weight quality of page j in the cluster i, i c is the total quality of user sessions in cluster i.
In classical clustering algorithm, the evaluation of clustering results has two classical indexes of intra-cluster distance and inter-cluster distance. As to the log clustering based on Web, the session distance can be seen as the similarity of two sessions, The average value S intra of similarity among pairs of sessions in a cluster is the intra-cluster distance.
Where sim kl is the distance from user session k to session l in the cluster i; i c is the total number of user session in cluster i. Larger S intra indicates more member similarity in the cluster and better clustering effect. The value 1 means all members in a cluster are totally same.
Similarly, we can also obtain the similarity of user sessions between that in one cluster and from other session S inter as the inter-cluster distance, which is the average value of distance between user session in one cluster and that in other clusters: (5) Where sim kl is the distance from user session k in the cluster i to the user session l in the cluster j; i c is the total number of user session in cluster i and i c is the total number of remaining all user session apart from cluster j. Smaller S inter means more loosely cluster and better clustering effect.
Analysis on K-means Clustering Algorithm and Matrix Clustering Algorithm

A. K-means Clustering Algorithm
The processing flow of K-means clustering algorithm is as follows: firstly randomly select K data objects as the initial clustering centers from N data objects. For the remaining objects, assign them to the most similar cluster according to the distance between them and clustering centers. And re-calculate the average value of each cluster. The process should be constantly repeating until the standard measure function begins to converge.
In the Web log mining, substitute the distance of user clustering with similarity to arrive at the K-means clustering algorithm in log mining as shown in Fig. 1 .
The biggest drawback of K-means algorithm is that it needs to pre-determine the number of clusters, if the user has no sense about it in advance, the algorithm is not suitable. Furthermore, K-means algorithm is very sensitive to noise data and edge data, so even small noise or edge data will greatly shift the clustering center and impact the clustering effect. Therefore, in the application of K-means algorithm for clustering users, the data preprocessing effect of Web log data will directly affect clustering effect. To problem to be solved by fuzzy matrix clustering can be described as activating transmission of matrix clustering. In each time of activation transmission, select user and page whose activation number is bigger than user threshold and page threshold, and then to find the problem that row number bigger than or equal to user confidence and column number bigger than or equal to page confidence. In fact, the abstracted sub-matrix represents a kind of user cluster, which is called interval division, but this kind of division is rough and limited.
The algorithm of matrix clustering is as Fig. 2 .
Improved Clustering Algorithm and Example Analysis
A. Improved Clustering Algorithm
Through the analysis on above clustering algorithms, we can know that the two algorithms have their advantages and disadvantages. As to the fuzzy clustering algorithm, it can better distinguish general interval clusters but cannot execute more accurate clustering analysis. The K-means clustering algorithm needs to determine the number of cluster centers and the initial value. It is important to determine these values, but it is difficult to find ideal values in most cases. Therefore, we can combine the advantages of these algorithms, so as to find number of central area through fuzzy matrix clustering and select initial value from it, then it can be used as input for K-means algorithm.
Assume that the user interval division result is {a, b, c, e}, then the initial clustering point of K-means clustering can select the point close to central point in this user interval. The number of clusters of matrix clustering can be used as that of K-means. For the cluster with less data sets, it can be identified as edge points or edge data set, which can be removed or be specially treated, so as to greatly reduce impact of noise on clustering.
B. Clustering Algorithm Experiment
The test was implemented on log data after preprocessing. As the data amount is large, here just extract sessions whose page amount between 4 and 10 for experimental test. Fuzzy matrix clustering algorithm was used for large interval division, and then to determine the initial value and cluster amount according to interval. Finally, the improved clustering result was compared with that of K-means clustering. The average error of K-means clustering was set as 0.1. The K-means clustering result is shown in Table 1 . Firstly the fuzzy clustering is as follows: obtain the division classification as follows and select session number larger than 10 as an interval, where the page threshold is 3 and user threshold is 3. The interval division result is shown in Table 2 .
Select appropriate initial value in the determined space, the best choice is the point at the area center. Here {502, 5, 6, 15, 16, 44, 62, 85, 261} is selected as initial value. The clustering after improvement is shown in Table 3 .
From the above two tables we can see that the effect of K-means clustering is not better. It produced 2 isolated points and a cluster has only 4 data. The fuzzy matrix clustering for interval division can not only effectively determine classification number of clustering, but also determine the initial value. From the comparison of these two groups of data, it is not difficult to find that the improved clustering algorithm has not produced isolated points and has better clustering effect. If necessary, the data that has not been assigned into large interval can be processed specially or removed to avoid noise interference. The intra-cluster distance and inter-cluster distance of these clustering can be obtained with formula 4 and 5, which are shown in Table 4 . From the comparison of Table 4 and Table 5 we can see that the average intra-cluster distance of improved algorithm is 0.336, which is larger than that of K-means algorithm 0.298. The average inter-cluster distance 0.0032 is just half of that of K-means clustering algorithm, which indicates that the clustering effect is better. Note that the distance is actually obtained from similarity, because larger intra-distance means larger similarity and vice versa.
In summary, the paper applied fuzzy matrix clustering algorithm in K-means clustering improvement can not only solve problems of classification number and initial value setting in K-means clustering, but also effectively distinguish effect of isolated points, which reflects a better advantage. Table. 4. Intra-cluster distance and inter-cluster Table. 5. Intra-cluster distance and inter-cluster distance of K-means clustering algorithm distance of improved clustering algorithm Cluster Intra-cluster distance
Inter-cluster distance
